Questions from NexBus

Please find below questions regarding the IFB currently out for a GPS-based real-time passenger information system for LRGVDC/Valley Metro.

1. **Q**: What is the correct number of vehicles to be included in the real-time passenger information system? The IFB indicates up to 60 vehicles on page 4 and up to 40 vehicles on page 7.
   **A**: We have a total of 36 buses on routes plus spares. Therefore, we want 60 vehicles to give us room growth/expansion.

2. **Q**: Your system map available online includes 19 routes. Is this the correct number of routes in your system? If not, how many routes are there?
   **A**: 19 routes is correct, but some have multiple buses. The system map does not include JagExpress and Bronc Express.

3. **Q**: Does the LRGVDC have a numerical target goal for Minority Business Enterprises (MBEs)? If so, what is this number?
   **A**: No

4. **Q**: Is the LRGVDC exempt from Texas sales taxes? If not, what rate should we use in our pricing?
   **A**: Yes, we will provide at a later date.